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Abstract
This paper presents a novel feature set for shape-only
leaf identification motivated by real-world, mobile deploy-
ment. The feature set includes basic shape features, as
well as signal features extracted from local area integral
invariants (LAIIs), similar to curvature maps, at multiple
scales. The proposed methodology is evaluated on a num-
ber of publicly available leaf datasets with comparable re-
sults to existing methods which make use of colour and tex-
ture features in addition to shape. Over 90% classification
accuracy is achieved on most datasets, with top-four accu-
racy for these datasets reaching over 98%. Rotation and
scale invariance of the proposed features are demonstrated,
along with an evaluation of the generalisability of the ap-
proach for generic shape matching.
1. Introduction
Shape matching and classification is a long-standing
problem in computer vision and has a huge variety of uses,
from tracking hands in videos [25] to efficient OCR [21].
With the increasing deployment of computer vision systems
in end-user applications, the time and space efficiency as
well as the adaptability of models are becoming an increas-
ing concern. As such, compact yet descriptive representa-
tions of shapes for use in shape matching and classification
applications are particularly useful.
In this paper we tackle the problem of leaf identifica-
tion, a particularly challenging subset of shape matching.
Intra-class variation of leaf shapes is typically quite large,
while inter-class variation may be very small. Automatic
leaf identification greatly speeds up the process of collec-
tion, cataloguing and monitoring for botanical researchers,
a task which can take significant time for experts to perform
and may be impossible for amateurs.
For this type of image classification task, one might be
tempted to turn to deep learning approaches, but there are
two key issues with this approach. Firstly, there is no con-
trol over the features which the CNN learns and, as such,
non-relevant factors such as lighting conditions and back-
ground objects (e.g., scale rulers in lab images) might be
considered when they are clearly not relevant to the actual
problem of leaf identification. Secondly, large CNNs re-
quired vast datasets and can take many days to train, as well
as having large storage requirements for deployment. This
makes these approaches unfeasible for any practical appli-
cation where storage may be limited and where data for leaf
classes may be sparse and new data might need to be incor-
porated for deployment.
Many existing leaf identification techniques rely on a
fusion of feature types, including shape, colour and tex-
ture. Colour features often prove quite effective in increas-
ing accuracy on leaf datasets which typically include leaves
collected only during summer. For real-world leaf classi-
fication, where colours of leaves from the same tree will
vary drastically across the year and under different light-
ing conditions, these colour features are rendered almost
completely obsolete. Texture and vein features rely on very
high quality images, often aided by back-lighting. Obtain-
ing these features from lower quality field images is unreal-
istic.
We, therefore, propose the use of a novel shape-only
feature set for leaf identification, requiring only an object
segmentation as input. This feature set combines a num-
ber of statistical and spectral features extracted from LAII
at multiple resolutions, in addition to conventional, holis-
tic shape features. Similar to curvature maps, LAIIs have a
number of desirable attributes for shape representation; they
are translation, rotation and scale invariant, as we demon-
strate experimentally. Evaluation of the proposed shape-
only features on popular leaf identification datasets demon-
strates comparable results to previous work which utilises
more complex feature sets. The proposed features have also
proved to be generalisable to other generic shape matching
domains. Since classifiers used in the proposed methodol-
ogy are typically lightweight, this makes our methodology
quickly updatable and easily deployable in real-world sce-
narios.
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2. Related Work
Shape matching is one of the most common problems in
computer vision and many methods have been proposed to
tackle this task with varying success. Most methods focus
on extracting some form of shape descriptors which cap-
ture the key elements of the shape irrespective of its trans-
formation within the scene, such as shape descriptors [5],
chamfers [25] and complex networks [1]. These methods
are often good at capturing large shape features and there-
fore useful in identifying common objects which typically
vary significantly in shape, but are less effective at capturing
small variations such as serrated leaf margins.
An alternative method is to represent the shape com-
pletely as a 1D curvature map which is then used for match-
ing; this method has been suggested for generic shape
matching [8], though has not been particularly popular. This
is perhaps due to the higher computational demand com-
pared with other methods which typically achieve similar
results for generic shapes. An improvement over curvature
maps are LAII [16]. These are largely analogous to curva-
ture maps, though with the additional property of retaining
locality of features over scale, and are the representation
used in this paper.
Leaf identification is also a well-established problem
in computer vision, again with a vast array of proposed
techniques. Most methods use basic shape features in-
cluding solidity, circularity, convexity and eccentricity [2,
17, 11, 27, 9, 12, 13]. Some also use more complex
shape features such as Zernike moments [11], bending en-
ergy [2], histograms of curvature scale (also derived from
LAIIs) [14, 17], centroid radial maps [18] and Shen fea-
tures [9]. Mallah et al. [15] also include features specifically
targeted at the leaf margin to represent this information spe-
cific to leaf classification.
Colour features have been used, along with texture and
vein features typically based on grey level co-occurrence
matrix features (GLCM) [11, 12, 9, 13, 18]. Local binary
variance patterns (LBVP) can also provide a basis for tex-
ture features [17].
Deep learning approaches have been attempted with the
end-to-end training of large CNNs [3, 19, 7], though most
methods follow a classical machine learning pipeline, most
often using SVM or kNN classifiers, with some investiga-
tion into neural network classifiers [27, 13, 11].
3. Leaf Datasets
A number of publicly available leaf datasets are used
to provide a good indication of the performance of the
proposed methodology and its generalisability in the plant
identification domain, these are summarised in Table 1. Ex-
ample images from each dataset are visible in Figure 1.
Most datasets contain full-colour images, though ShapeCN
(a) Flavia (b) Foliage (c) Folio (d) Leafsnap
Field
(e) Leafsnap
Lab
(f) ShapeCN (g)
Swedish
Leaves
(h) 100-Leaves
Figure 1: Example images from standard leaf datasets
demonstrating the large variability between datasets.
consists of black and white images in which the boundary
of the leaf is marked with a single pixel wide line and the
100-Leaves dataset contains black and white filled segmen-
tations of leaf shapes.
Conditions in which the images are taken vary signif-
icantly from one dataset to another. Some datasets con-
tain colour images isolated against a flat white background,
while others are taken in the field where leaves are placed
on white paper in varying lighting conditions with shadows
and blur often present, and some contain images of pressed
leaves under lab conditions, typically on a back-lit surface.
The size, number of species and number of images per
species also varies widely between datasets, including large
imbalances between classes. The number of test images per
species has mostly been chosen to constitute approximately
20% of the dataset as a whole, balanced equally between
classes. In cases where some classes contain far fewer im-
ages than others, a test split less than 20% is used to ensure
all classes have a sufficient number of training examples.
Specific alterations have also been made for certain
datasets. The original Leafsnap dataset includes 185 tree
species, though field images are missing for Ulmus Pro-
cera, and Quercus Falcata contains insufficient lab images.
These classes are therefore discarded entirely for the pur-
poses of this study, leaving 183 tree species. Prunus Vir-
giana and Prunus Sargentii contained a number of incor-
rectly labelled images and Maclura Pomifera contained du-
plicates of all lab images, these erroneous images were re-
moved. Four field images of exceptionally low quality (such
that no leaf boundary could be extracted) were also dis-
carded.
The creators of the base ShapeCN dataset [1] also pro-
vide two additional datasets, one of which contains 6 copies
of each leaf image rotated by random angles between 0 and
Dataset Image Type Condition
Total
Images
Number of
Species
Total per
Species
Test per
Species
Flavia [27] Colour Isolated 1907 32 50–77 10
Foliage [11] Colour Isolated 7200 60 120 20
Folio [18] Colour Field/Isolated 637 32 18–20 4
Leafsnap Field [14] Colour Field 7440 183 10–145 5
Leafsnap Lab [14] Colour Lab (Pressed) 22809 183 40–268 10
ShapeCN [1] Contour N/A 600 30 20 5
Swedish Leaves [23] Colour Lab (Pressed) 1125 15 75 15
100-Leaves [15] Segmentation N/A 1600 100 16 4
Table 1: Summary of publicly available leaf image datasets used in our experimental evaluation.
360 degrees, totalling 3600 images. The other includes 4
copies of each leaf image scaled up in increments of 25%,
totalling 2400 images; hereafter these are referred to as
ShapeCN-R and ShapeCN-S respectively.
4. Methodology
This section describes the methodology we use for this
investigation, including a detailed description of our pro-
posed feature set. Firstly, the processes of segmentation
and LAII extraction are described, including an explana-
tion of the benefits of LAIIs in this context. Secondly, the
proposed features are described, including basic shape fea-
tures and those derived from the extracted LAIIs. Finally,
the classification method used for evaluation is outlined.
4.1. Leaf Segmentation
The task of segmentation for the majority of datasets
is trivial, some already contain segmentations or contours
which can be used directly. Most others contain isolated
leaves which can easily be segmented by a simple grey-level
threshold. Lab and field images with variable backdrops
and colour/size charts pose a more significant challenge.
Any charts present in the image are first removed in a
preprocessing step. The maximum of the mean values of
the pixels along each edge of the image is then used to
determine the background saturation and grey-level which
are then used as a basis for thresholding. A morphological
closing operation is performed on the two resulting thresh-
olds with a circular kernel of radius 5 pixels and the results
summed to obtain a final segmentation for the image.
Once segmented, the stems are removed from the leaves
as these drastically affect the LAII and vary randomly be-
tween leaves [4]. This is achieved by applying a morpho-
logical top-hat operation to the segmentation with a square
kernel (sized proportionally to image resolution) and sub-
tracting the result from the original segmentation. If the
area of the segmentation would be reduced by more than
10% by applying the top hat operation (e.g., for thin pine
needles) then this operation is not applied.
Once the initial segmentation is obtained, all contours in
the image are detected using the Suzuki-Abe algorithm [24].
For isolated and pre-segmented images there is typically
only a single contour which can be used directly. For lab
and field images there may be a number of other contours
present caused by irrelevant objects in the images or light-
ing effects.
To select the most likely candidate contour, the contour
with the largest area, that has a length greater than a fixed
minimum and that is within a reasonable distance (propor-
tional to image resolution) from the centre of the image is
used. This procedure eliminates most errors due to light-
ing effects (which typically occur at the edge of images)
and any small irrelevant objects in the image. If no suitable
contour is found then a fallback method using canny edge
detection [6] is used.
4.2. LAII Extraction
LAIIs are extracted using the method presented in [16],
which is also used in [14] and [17]. A small circular mask is
moved around the edge of the shape and a bitwise-and op-
eration applied to obtain the intersection of the mask with
the segmentation. The curvature at a given point is approxi-
mated as the proportion of the circle which is filled (i.e., the
ratio of the area of the intersection to the area of the entire
mask). A visualisation of one step in this process is shown
in Figure 2.
A fixed number of points are selected around the shape
boundary, 256 is chosen for this application based on cross-
validation performance on the training set. LAIIs are ex-
tracted at multiple scales by varying the radius of the mask,
the radius is defined as a percentage of the length of the con-
tour to help retain scale invariance, this application makes
use of 5 scales: 1%, 2.5%, 5%, 10% and 15%, again se-
lected based on cross-validation performance.
Examples of LAIIs for two leaf types can be seen in Fig-
ure 3, the first at the 1% scale and the second at 10%. Fig-
ure 3a shows a leaf with a serrated margin, but a relatively
simple overall shape, while Figure 3b shows a leaf with a
smooth margin, but more complex overall shape.
These differences are reflected in the LAIIs at both
scales, with the 1% LAII for Figure 3a containing lots of
high-frequency activity, while its counterpart in 3b contains
noticeably less. Meanwhile, the 10% LAII for 3a contains
little low-frequency activity and some low amplitude, high-
frequency activity, while for 3b contains noticeably more
low-frequency activity and almost no high-frequency activ-
ity. Looking closely, the exact shape of each leaf can be
seen to correspond directly to each LAII.
At low resolutions, the LAIIs begin to be affected by
pixel level artefacts and are prone to large amounts of noise.
For this reason, the 1% and 2.5% scales are discarded for
the ShapeCN dataset which contains 256 × 256 pixel im-
ages, improving accuracy by over 5%. This is not true for
higher resolution images for which these smaller scales aid
performance significantly.
4.3. Feature Extraction
Once a valid contour has been obtained, we propose a
number of features to be extracted which concisely repre-
sent the discriminating aspects of the leaf shape. These
fall into two broad categories: features based on the overall
shape of the leaf and features based on the extracted LAIIs.
LAIIs are 1D signals similar to audio or ECG/EEG signals.
Consequently, many of the LAII features proposed are in-
spired by feature extraction techniques typically used for
these more common 1D signals.
Our LAII-based features differ from the histograms of
curvature scale (HoCS) introduced in [14] as, where HoCS
derive histograms from the magnitude of LAIIs directly, we
instead focus on the frequency spectra of LAIIs. As dis-
cussed in relation to Figure 3 above, we propose that the
frequency spectrum of a LAII is a better discriminator than
a histogram of magnitudes.
Figure 2: LAII extraction method; circular mask shown
against segmentation image, with intersection in green and
non-intersecting region in red. The mask is moved around
the perimeter of the shape and the overlapping area, i.e.,
curvature recorded at regular intervals.
4.3.1 Basic Shape Features
Four basic shape features are extracted, selected due to their
prevalence in existing work on leaf identification. Solidity,
the ratio of the contour area to the area of the convex hull of
the contour. Circularity, the ratio of the area of the contour
to the area of a circle with equal perimeter to the length of
the contour. Rectangularity, the ratio of the area of the con-
tour to the area of the minimum-area rectangle containing
the contour and Compactness, the ratio of the length of the
contour to the are of the contour.
4.3.2 LAII Features
The rest of the proposed features are extracted from the
LAIIs at the 5 different scales, as described in Section 4.2.
These features are predominantly statistical, as well focus-
ing on the frequency spectra of the LAIIs, as is common
for audio and ECG/EEG data. These features are described
below.
Basic Statistical
The mean and standard deviation of each LAII, first and sec-
ond differences, and absolute first and second differences
are used. The area under the curve is also included to give
some indication of the peaks present in the LAII.
Bending Energy
The bending energy,B, denotes the energy stored in a shape
and has been used for leaf identification before [2]. It is de-
fined as the mean value of the squared entries in a sequence,
ki, of length K.
B =
1
K
K∑
i=1
k2i
Signal Entropy
Signal entropy is also used as a feature, calculated from a
128-bin histogram of each LAII.
Frequency (FFT)
The 256-bin real-valued FFT of the LAII, from this the
spectral centroid, a feature typically used for audio, is cal-
culated as shown. fi being the frequency for a given FFT
bin, and ki the corresponding value for that bin.
centroid =
∑K
i=1 fiki∑K
i=1 ki
The centroid and full, normalised FFT for each LAII are
also included in the feature set. FFT features are used due
to their effective encoding of the frequency spectra of the
LAII.
1% LAII
10% LAII
(a) Tilia Tomentosa
1% LAII
10% LAII
(b) Acer Campestre
Figure 3: Leaf image and extracted LAIIs at small (1%) and large (10%) scales for two leaves from the Leafsnap Lab dataset.
The difference in leaf margin characteristics are clearly visible in the 1% LAII, while the overall leaf shape is captured
effectively in the 10% LAII.
4.4. Evaluation
The full feature set contains 719 individual features;
PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality to 128. This
vastly improves training times with almost no effect on clas-
sification performance.
Classification is performed using an SVM with an RBF
kernel (C = 1000, γ = 7) and balanced class weights.
ScikitLearn’s [20] SVM one-vs-one multi-class classifica-
tion is used. Hyper-parameters are selected using 5-fold
cross-validation on the training sets to provide good over-
all performance on all datasets; marginally improved re-
sults could be achieved by tuning hyper-parameters for each
dataset individually.
5. Experimental Results
This section provides a comprehensive evaluation of
our proposed feature set for the task of leaf identification.
We include classification results for all the standard leaf
datasets and a comparison to the current state-of-the-art.
The invariance of our method to scale and rotation invari-
ance is also demonstrated, along with an assessment of the
generalisability of the feature set for generic shape match-
ing tasks. Finally, the computational efficiency of the fea-
ture extraction and classification processes are explored.
5.1. Leaf Identification
The proposed methodology is first evaluated on the stan-
dard leaf datasets described in Table 1. The classification
performance—in terms of precision, recall and F1 score—
for each dataset is given in Table 2.
All datasets apart from Leafsnap Field achieve over 90%
recall and precision for the first prediction, with the highest
being Swedish Leaves at 97.8% recall. Leafsnap Field has
a worse performance, with just 64.9% of first predictions
correct. This is likely due to the poor quality of the input
images, with large disruption caused by blur and shadows
resulting in inaccurate segmentations.
The higher quality field images of Folio have caused
much less of an issue, demonstrating that our method is
robust to some level of shadow, but deals poorly with ex-
treme lighting conditions and blur. An improved segmenta-
tion technique may aid performance in this case, though it is
certainly clear that a high quality segmentation is required
for effective LAII extraction.
Table 3 shows detailed comparisons between the classi-
fication accuracies of our method and state-of-the-art meth-
ods for all datasets. The Leafsnap dataset is excluded due to
the incomparability of previous evaluations; existing meth-
ods use the field and lab datasets combined. As shown, our
method’s performance is consistently comparable to exist-
Flavia Foliage Folio LeafsnapField
Leafsnap
Lab ShapeCN
Swedish
Leaves 100-Leaves
Recall 0.966 0.931 0.922 0.649 0.924 0.967 0.978 0.910
Precision 0.970 0.933 0.938 0.696 0.928 0.972 0.979 0.924
F1-Score 0.965 0.929 0.918 0.636 0.922 0.965 0.978 0.908
Table 2: Classification performance for standard leaf datasets.
Dataset Our Performance SotA Method SotA Performance
Flavia 0.966 LeafNet [3] 0.979
Shape, Texture & Colour [9] 0.972
Shape-only [9] 0.768
Foliage 0.931 LeafNet [3] 0.958
Shape, Texture & Colour [9] 0.950
Shape-only [9] 0.698
Folio 0.914 GoogleNet [19] 0.976
HoG-based [19] 0.928
ShapeCN 0.953 Shape-only [1] 0.838
Swedish Leaves 0.978 Shape & Texture [26] 0.979
Shape-only [26] 0.908
100-Leaves 0.910 Shape & Texture [15] 0.968
Shape-only [10] 0.880
Table 3: Comparison between our proposed method and
state-of-the-art (SotA) methods for each dataset, in terms of
classification accuracy. Our method often performs compa-
rably to SotA methods using more complex feature sets and
outperforms the SotA shape-only methods for all datasets.
ing approaches that utilise complex feature sets and, when
compared with shape-only state-of-the-art approaches, our
method performs significantly better. Many state-of-the-
art methods make no demonstration of scale or rotation in-
variance meaning that results may not be representative of
deployed performance. This is particularly true for shape
and texture features which are often heavily orientation and
scale dependent.
Figure 4 demonstrates how, while first prediction accu-
racy is often in the low nineties, it rapidly improves (4% on
average between top-1 and top-2 accuracy) and all datasets
achieve over 98% accuracy for the top-4 predictions. So,
while a few very similar leaf species might be confused, the
presented methodology effectively separates these closely
related species from the many other species present in the
dataset. Only two of the seven included datasets fail to
achieve 100% accuracy after 9 predictions.
The effectiveness of the proposed LAII-based features
is demonstrated in Table 4. In all cases the LAII-based
features significantly outperform the basic shape features
in isolation. When these basic shape features are used in
conjunction with the LAII-based features a small benefit to
accuracy is observed, though in the case of the Folio dataset
the opposite is seen. This is likely due to the similarity in
overall shape of leaves in Folio resulting in the basic shape
features in fact causing confusion between classes rather
than discriminating between them.
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ShapeCN
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100-Leaves
Figure 4: Top-n accuracy scores for standard leaf datasets
(excluding Leafsnap Field).
Dataset Basic Shape LAII-based Full Feature Set
Flavia 0.756 0.950 0.966
Foliage 0.618 0.927 0.931
Folio 0.609 0.930 0.914
Leafsnap Field 0.302 0.635 0.649
Leafsnap Lab 0.492 0.914 0.924
ShapeCN 0.807 0.940 0.953
Swedish Leaves 0.831 0.973 0.978
100-Leaves 0.613 0.908 0.910
Table 4: Classification accuracies for all dataset when using
only basic shape features, only LAII-based features, and the
complete feature set.
No datasets including images of leaves of different
colours for each species are currently available. As the
proposed method utilises only shape features, any form of
dataset generation by altering the hue of images from the
currently available datasets would not result in any changes
to the performance. In any case, segmentation would be the
only affected aspect, which is not the primary focus of this
paper.
5.2. Scale and Rotation Invariance
In order to evaluate the invariance to scale and rotation
of the proposed methodology, an SVM is trained on the en-
tire base ShapeCN dataset (600 images), this is then used
Standard Rotated Scaled
Recall 0.967 0.980 0.967
Precision 0.972 0.980 0.970
F1-Score 0.965 0.980 0.968
Table 5: Classification performance when trained on Stan-
dard ShapeCN dataset and tested on Rotated ShapeCN-R
and Scaled ShapeCN-S datasets.
to make predictions for the entire ShapeCN-R (3600 im-
ages) and ShapeCN-S (2400 images). As the ShapeCN-R
and ShapeCN-S datasets only contain processed versions of
the images contained in ShapeCN, this imbalance of train-
ing to testing samples is reasonable.
The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 5, along
with those for the standard dataset, as above, for compari-
son. The model performs comparably or better for both the
rotated (98% recall) and scaled (97% recall) datasets indi-
cating that this method is indeed invariant to scale and rota-
tion of shapes within the images being classified. This is as
expected based on the inherent scale and rotation invariance
of the extracted LAII.
The images in the ShapeCN-S dataset are provided at
512×512 pixels, while ShapeCN and ShapeCN-R both con-
tain 256 × 256 pixel images. Using the larger ShapeCN-S
images directly results in significantly reduced performance
( 10–15%), rescaling the images to 256 × 256 pixels elim-
inates this performance loss, demonstrating that while our
method is largely invariant to the scale of the leaf within the
image, the resolution of the input image does impact perfor-
mance.
5.3. Generalisability
To evaluate the generalisability of the proposed features,
we test the performance of our methodology on two other
generic shape datasets. Example images from each dataset
are shown in Figure 5.
In addition to leaf images, Backes et al. [1] provide a set
of 11000 black and white segmentation images of fish. 1100
classes of fish are included with 10 images per fish, these 10
are scaled (in increments of 25%) and randomly rotated ver-
sions of a single image. As such, a test set of 5 images per
class is selected, leaving a training set containing 5 images
per class.
The MPEG-7 Core Experiment dataset [22] is another
public dataset for shape classification which includes 1400
black and white segmentation images split between 70
classes, each class contains 20 images. The images in
the MPEG-7 dataset are significantly more diverse than the
ShapeCN fish dataset; for this evaluation, a test set contain-
ing 5 images per class is randomly selected.
To classify images from these generic shape datasets the
(a) ShapeCN Fish (b) MPEG-7 CE
Figure 5: Example images from generic shape image
datasets.
ShapeCN Fish MPEG-7
Recall 0.989 0.974
Precision 0.991 0.981
F1-Score 0.989 0.973
Table 6: Generic shape classification performance.
same extraction and classification procedure is used as for
the leaf datasets, with results given in Table 6. The high re-
call rates (99% and 98%) on these generic shape datasets in-
dicate that the proposed LAII-based methodology provides
a strong candidate for generic shape recognition tasks, pro-
viding accurate segmentation is possible.
5.4. Computational Efficiency
As the LAII extraction process is pixel driven, extraction
time is resolution-dependant and can vary significantly be-
tween datasets. For lower resolution images, such as those
of the Foliage dataset [11], LAII extraction takes approx-
imately 116ms per image. While for larger images, such
as those in the Flavia dataset [27], this process can take up
to 1s per image. Once the LAIIs have been extracted, fea-
ture extraction time is minimal at approximately 14ms per
image.1
While extraction can be relatively slow, the extracted fea-
tures can be stored with minimal space requirements com-
pared with the original images (6KB per item). Even for
larger datasets containing high resolution images, this pro-
cess is still much quicker than training a large CNN such as
LeafNet [3]; the proposed method taking just a few hours
in total, compared with as much as 32 hours to train the
LeafNet CNN. The proposed method also proves perfor-
mant on smaller datasets such as Folio and ShapeCN, where
a large CNN would struggle to learn effectively without any
pre-training.
There is significant room for optimisation of the LAII ex-
traction process, such as that suggested in [14] by exploiting
overlap in the masked area between frames. This could sig-
nificantly improve the performance of the LAII extraction
process, the clear bottleneck in the methodology proposed
here.
1Timing measurements are taken on a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 2017 Ap-
ple MacBook Pro, averaged across 480 images.
Training of the SVM model takes from less than a second
for smaller datasets, such as ShapeCN, and up to 2 minutes
for the largest dataset, Leafsnap Lab, negligible compared
with extraction time. The resulting models have signifi-
cantly lower storage requirements than, for example, trained
LeafNet models. The compressed SVM models require as
little as 300KB for smaller datasets, with a maximum of
22MB for Leafsnap Lab. Again this is far smaller than a
trained LeafNet model at 150MB (independent of dataset
size).
These factors show that this method provides improve-
ments both in terms of updatability, due to reduced training
times, as well as scope for mobile deployment, as a result of
significantly reduced model sizes still with reasonable fea-
ture extraction and classification times ( 1 second).
6. Conclusions & Future Work
This paper has presented a novel feature set for shape
only leaf identification based on basic shape and LAII sig-
nal features. This methodology was evaluated on a number
of publicly available leaf datasets with comparable results
to existing methods which use colour and texture features
in addition to shape. Over 90% accuracy was achieved on
all datasets excluding Leafsnap Field, with top-four accu-
racy over 98%. Rotation and scale invariance of the feature
extraction process was demonstrated, along with evaluation
of the generalisability of the approach; achieving 91% ac-
curacy on the MPEG-7 Core Experiment dataset of generic
shapes.
While not a particular focus for this paper, segmentation
is likely the reason for poorer performance on field datasets,
where blur and shadows cause particular problems. Further
effort on improving segmentation of these images would
likely bring field dataset performance closer to that shown
for lab datasets. Stem removal as presented here is also
not optimal, with particular problems cause for compound
leaves—those consisting of multiple leaflets connected by
a thin stem. Some work has aimed to tackle this prob-
lem [14, 17], but this typically reduces segmentation effi-
ciency with little to no impact on performance. Finally, as
mentioned in Section 5.4, our LAII extraction implemen-
tation could be further optimised, this would have a major
impact in reducing feature extraction time.
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